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Dear All, 
 
Thank you for your entries into the Welsh Capital Open Meet.  Included with this letter are the confirmed 
details of your Club’s entries into this Meet.  Could you please check the programme and see below for the 
ALT swimmers procedure. 
 
Club/Swimmer Information 
We would be grateful if you could send information about your Club and your competing swimmers to 
capitalopenmeet@cardiffswimmingclub.co.uk for commentary purposes. 
 
Signing In Sheets 
Sign in sheets will be used for all 400m, 800m and 1500m events. Swimmers must sign in at the table by 
the entrance to the pool to confirm that they are swimming in these events, by the start of warmup for the 
session in which the event takes place. Failure to do so will result in the swimmer being removed 
from the event, and their entry fee for that event being forfeit.  
 
Marshalling – Swimmers will be called to marshalling by the announcer. It is the responsibility of the 
swimmer and club coaches to ensure that they attend marshalling once called. Swimmers will then be 
directed to the seated areas (zones 1, 2, 3 and 4). Any swimmer who has not attended marshalling when 
their heat has moved to zone 2 will be removed from their heat, and if there are ‘ALT’ swimmers, they will 
be substituted by an ALT swimmer. Swimmers for 50m events should report to the area behind the start 
blocks (by the showers) (Start End) 
 
ALT Swims Those swimmers who are notified as ‘Alt’ for 400m, 800m and 1500m events that have been 
allocated swims will be notified by the meet announcer. 
 
All ‘Alt’ swimmers wishing to swim should attend marshalling and report to the marshalls. They will be 
allocated to heats if lanes become available, relevant to their entry time. Any ALT swimmers not being 
allocate a swim will be refunded the entry fee for that event. 
 
SCR Swimmers – Those swimmers who have been scratched from events will receive a full refund for the 
events that they have been scratched from. 
 


